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LHC and ATLAS  
Prospects for Physics Beyond the Standard Model      
The LHC accelerator and Experiments
sˆx1p x2p7 TeV 7 TeV
proton-proton collisions @ √s =14 TeV
Fi t lli i Mid 2008
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rs  co s ons:  
7 times increase in energy wrt Tevatron
100 times increase in luminosity wrt Tevatron
The ATLAS Detector
4 Tesla 2 Tesla
Overall weight: 7000 tons
(compare with Eiffel tower, Paris: 10´000 tons)
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The ATLAS Detector
ATLAS is as huge as the five       
story building 40 at Cern
Detector component resolution η coverage
Tracking σpT /pT = 0.05% pT  ⊕ 1% |η| < 2.5
EM calorimetry σE /E = 10%/E  ⊕ 0.7% |η| < 3.2
Hadronic calorimetry (jets)
barrel and end-cap σE /E = 50%/E  ⊕ 3% |η| < 3.2
forward σ /E = 100%/E ⊕ 10% 3 1<|η|<4 9E     . .
Muon spectrometer σpT /pT = 10%/pT  @ pT=1 TeV |η| < 2.7
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The ATLAS Detector
ATLAS installation and commissioning well underway
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– more in Peter Jenni´s talk on Friday
Proton Proton Collisions @ LHC –    
Prospects for Physics Beyond the Standard Model      
Proton-Proton Collisions @ LHC
Nominal LHC Parameters:




2808 Bunches per Beam











m+unc  ross ngs x z












Heavy particle production 10+3…-6 Hz
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x-sections and event rates @ Λ=1034cm-2s-1
σtot ≈ 80 mb (Tevatron)  ≈ 100 mb (LHC)
 only gentle dependence with collision 
energy
 rate of min bias events scales linearly 
with luminosity (~not with energy)
σheavy states (W, Z, Higgs, SUSY, Z´, W´,…) 
 strong increase with collision energy
 rate of heavy states events increases 
strongly with collision energy
 and scales linearly with luminosity
Strong potential for new physics with LHC
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p-p Collisions @ Λ=1034cm-2s-1
p-p collision rate Î




Event rate and number of events
L pp
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– more on The ATLAS Trigger System in 
Valeria Perez-Reale´s talk today afternoon
Physics Strategy 
Prospects for Physics Beyond the Standard Model      
Beyond the Standard Model @ LHC
The Standard Model (SM) explains results of particle physics experiments with an 
accuracy high enough to  withstand challenges set by high precision expermients.
more on SM physics with ATLAS in Monika Wielers´ talk on Friday–
However:
 Neutrino flavour oscillations from which massive neutrinos conclude are a first sign
of physics beyond the SM (BSM)
 Moreover, the SM leaves a number of issues unanswered:
 Number of quark and lepton generations – why 3 ?
 Mass hierarchy of particles
U ifi ti f i t ti l t ti k t n ca on o  n erac ons e ec romagne c, wea , s rong;
and with gravity!
 Unitarity violation in WLWL scattering at high energy ! 
S i di i h C ill h itrong n cat on t at LH  w  see new p ys cs !
( )σ
υ
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LHC – explore the TeV energy scale and search for new particles up to ~5 TeV
Electro-Weak Symmetry Breaking
The Standard Model (SM) symmetry group SU(3)  SU(2)  U(1)    C L Y
yields vanishing fermion and boson masses
Symmetry must be broken
Standard Model solution: one scalar Higgs boson




 Not without problems!




Fine tuning in radiative corrections to Higgs mass
 cure with BSM at TeV scale
Super Symmetry, Extra Dimensions, Little Higgs,...
Higgs regularises total 
amplitude, if mH not 
too large !
 If no Higgs  Higgs-less models !
 Need for new interactions
Dynamical Electro-Weak Symmetry Breaking
Technicolor, Topcondensate,...
Whether there is a Higgs or whether there is no Higgs in nature
New mechanisms new interactions new particles seem to be required
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, ,
EWSB scale defined by Higgs υ=246 GeV, BSM physics in reach with LHC !
Physics Strategy 
Mid 2008/2009 fi 14 T V h i 1032 1033 2 1 1 fb 1 : rst  e p ys cs run – L < – cm- s- , L int ~  -
 commence tuning trigger menus / in situ calibration
 First SM measurements: min bias, PDF constraints, Z / W / top / QCD
2009/10: Low luminosity running – L ~ 2x1033 cm-2 s-1,  L int ~ 10 fb-1
 First B-physics measurements & rare decay searches (e.g. Bs→J/ψφ)
 First searches: high mass dilepton / Z’, inclusive SUSY, Black Hole production, 
Higgs in ‘easier’ channels e g H→4l    . . 
2010/11: Low luminosity running – L ~ 2x1033 cm-2 s-1,  L int = 10 fb-1/year
 First precision SM & B-physics measurements (systematics under control)
 Improved searches sensitivity (Z´ W´ KK @ 1 TeV)  , ,  ...   
 Light Higgs searches (ttH, H→gg, VBF qqH(H→ττ) etc.)
2011/14: High luminosity running – L ~1034 cm-2 s-1, L int = 100 fb-1/year
High precision measurements of New Physics (e g Higgs/SUSY/ED @ 1 TeV)       . .    
 Improved searches sensitivity (Z´, W´, KK ... @ 3 TeV)
2014/15: Shutdown – note: date and details of upgrade not yet fixed
LHC hi d D t t d  mac ne an  e ec or upgra es
2015/19: SLHC – L ~1035 cm-2 s-1,  L int = 1000 fb-1/year
 High precision measurements of New Physics (e.g. Higgs/SUSY/ED @ 3 TeV)
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 Improved searches sensitivity (Z´, W´, KK ... @ 5 TeV)
SuperSymmetry
Prospects for Physics Beyond the Standard Model      
SuperSymmetry 
 In the last 20 years, SUSY most popular template for exploration of new physics 
at the LHC
 Large number of signatures proposed, addressing large spectrum of possibilities
 Classical signatures are based on minimal SUSY model (MSSM), with 
 two undetected particles in the final state 
 Rather generic model, posing interesting experimental problems for the 
discovery
 Very useful benchmark for development of techniques for understanding the 
nature of underlying SUSY model. 
 Still very active field of phenomenological investigation
 Focus on discovery and measurement strategies for MSSM with R-parity 
conservation
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SuperSymmetry
particles
 SuperSymmetry (SUSY) fundamental continuous 
symmetry
 connecting fermions and bosons   
 Qα|F> = |B>, Qα|B> = |F>
 {Qα,Qβ}=-2γμαβpμ
generators obey anti-commutation relations sparticles    
with 4-momentum
 Connection to space-time symmetry 
 SUSY stabilises Higgs mass against loop corrections 
(gauge hierarchy/fine-tuning problem)
 Leads to Higgs mass ≤ 135 GeV 
 Good agreement with LEP constraints from EW 
global fits
SUSY difi i f SM li ‘j t  mo es runn ng o   gauge coup ngs us  
enough’ to give Grand Unification at single scale.
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SUSY Particle Spectrum
f• SUSY gives rise to partners o  SM states with opposite spin-statistics but otherwise 
same Quantum Numbers. 
 SUSY partners expected to 












 Not observed 
(despite best efforts!)










®     
symmetry at low energy












 h: light (mh≤mZ at tree 
level!), neutral, scalar, CP-
even






photino neutralinos0g c® : eav er an , neu ra , 
scalar, CP-even
 A0: neutral, scalar, CP-odd
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R-parity
R=(-1)3(B-L)+2s 
SM particles R=+1, SUSY particles R=-1
R-parity conservation (multiplicative QN) implies
 No proton decay  
 SUSY particles are produced in pairs
 Lightest SuperSymmetric Particle (LSP) is absolutely stable       
and present in the final state of every SUSY decay
 WMAP results indicate cold dark matter makes 22% of total 
energy density 
 LSP is good candidate for cold dark matter
LSP: colorless, uncharged, interacts weakly
(otherwise, would have been detected easily)
→  SUSY events with large ETmiss
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SUSY Model Framework
 Minimal SuperSymmetryic Extension of the Standard Model (MSSM)
contains > 105 free parameters
 NMSSM etc. has more J difficult to map complete parameter space!
 Assume specific well-motivated model framework in which generic signatures can 
be studied.
 Often assume SUSY broken by gravitational interactions J mSUGRA/CMSSM        
framework
 unified masses and couplings at the GUT scale J 5 free parameters
(m0, m1/2, A0, tan(β), sgn(μ)).
 R-Parity assumed to be conserved.
 Exclusive studies use benchmark








 Snowmass Points and Slopes
(SPS)
 etc… 1 25 4
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WMAP Constraint on CMSSM
Assuming LSP is Neutralino f i f   ocus po nt > 2 TeV or mt = 173 GeV
mSUGRA/CMSSM parameter space
l i if S l igross y constra nt,  L P to exp a n
dark matter
Benchmark points for SUSY studies
funnel region
    
concentrate to WMAP allowed regions:
funnel regionSU1




WMAP constraint on relic density
Excluded because stau is LSP
Excluded by b → s γ
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Ellis + Olive + Santoso + Spanos
hep-ph/0303043

















 Strongly interacting sparticles (squarks, gluinos) dominate production.
 Heavier than sleptons, gauginos etc. J cascade decays to LSP.
 Long decay chains and large mass differences between SUSY states
 Many high pT objects observed (leptons, jets, b-jets).      
 If R-Parity conserved 
 LSP (lightest neutralino in mSUGRA) stable and sparticles pair produced.
 Large ETmiss signature (c.f. WJlν).
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 Closest equivalent SM signature tJWb.
Inclusive Searches
 'golden discovery channel’
 Jets + n leptons + ETmiss
 Map statistical discovery reach in 
mSUGRA m0-m1/2 parameter space.  
 Sensitivity only weakly dependent on A0, 
tan(β) and sign(μ).
 SUSY discovery potential
 SUSY @ 1 TeV with 0.1 fb-1
 could be first discovery
 SUSY @ 2 TeV with 1-10 fb-1
 within 1 year of data taking
 SUSY @ 5 TeV
 may need SLHC
 After excess of golden channel events
ATLAS
5σ      found
 Cannot claim SUSY without further 
precision measurement – may have ATLAS
5σ
HP Beck - LHEP Bern Standard Model and Beyond in the LHC Era
found other BSM physics instead
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Crucial to understand ETmiss
 SM ETmiss sources
 Z J νν + n jets
 W J lν + n jets   
 W J τν + (n-1) jets (τ fakes jet)




 Tag leptonic Z and use to validate MC / 
estimate ETmiss from pT(Z) & pT(l)
 Alternatively tag W J lν + n jets and replace        
lepton with ν (0l): 
 higher stats 
 biased by presence of SUSY
ATLAS
    
Preliminary
(WÎlν)
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Possible SUSY inclusive signals
Jets + 0 leptons + ETmiss Jets + 2 leptons + ETmiss
ATLAS
„Bulk“ point
Meff (GeV)= ETmiss+ pT,1+ pT,2+ pT,3+ pT,4
4 Jets with PT>50 GeV, 
PTjet1 >100 GeV 
ETmiss > max(100 GeV, 0.2Meff ) 
Transverse sphericity ST>0.2 to reduce dijet background
Δφ(ETmiss, Jet1-3) > 0.4 two isolated leptons (e/μ) with PT>20 GeV 
Transverse mass MT(l, ETmiss) > 100 GeV to reduce  
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W+jet background
Clear excess with 1fb-1 visible ⇐ this year possible
Exclusive Studies
 Once inclusive signal found, precision measurements are needed
 measure weak scale SUSY parameters (masses etc.) using exclusive channels
 Different philosophy to TeV Run II (better S/B longer decay chains)       ,    
J aim to use model-independent measures.
 Two neutral LSPs escape from each event 
 Impossible to measure mass of each sparticle using one channel alone          
 Use kinematic end-points to measure combinations of masses
 Old technique used many times before 
(ν mass from β decay spectrum W (transverse) mass in WJlν)   ,     
 Difference here is we don't know mass of neutral final state particles





• When kinematically accessible 
χ02 can undergo sequential two-







m = 100 GeV
 
slepton (e.g. LHC Point 5).
• Results in sharp opposite sign 
e+e- + μ+μ- e+e- + μ+μ-
0   
m1/2 = 300 GeV
A0 = -300 GeV
tan(β) = 6
sgn(μ) = +1
same flavour (OS SF) dilepton 
invariant mass edge sensitive 









• Can perform SM & SUSY 





   
OF distribution 
e+e- + μ+μ- - e+μ- - μ+e-
• Position of edge measured with 
precision ~ 0.5% 
(30 fb-1). 
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il d i i f i f d h i
Adding the squarks 
 D epton e ge start ng po nt or reconstruct on o  ecay c a n
 Make invariant mass combinations of leptons and jets
 Gives multiple constraints on combinations of four masses


























P i t 5
TDR,






o n  o n  ATLAS ATLAS ATLAS ATLAS
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‘Model-Independent’ Masses
 Combine measurements from edges from 




 Strong correlation among masses, as 



















c c %% % l
%
@ 300 fb 1
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Allanach+ Lester + Parker + Webber
hep-ph/0007009
  -
Ultimately → Measure Spin of Sparticles
d k h i l i ll d How o we now t at a SUSY s gna  s rea y ue to SUSY?
 Other models (e.g. UED) can mimic SUSY mass spectrum




    
 Consider usual squark decay chain in point 5










Spin analyser is the angle between







No dynamic information from angle 





Unfortunately, opposite effect for q and q –




0% measuring charge asymmetry A+- of lq pairs measures spin of
 relies on valence quark contribution to pdf of proton – charge asymmetry
 no effect for lepton pairs from R%l
2c
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Non SUSY BSM Physics-   
Prospects for Physics Beyond the Standard Model      
BSM Marketplace
not complete - your favorite may not be mentioned here...
 SuperSymmetry
 sparticles, charginos, neutralinos, gravitino
 Little Higgs SU(5)
 extra gauge bosons ZH, WH, AH, heavyTop quark (T), 5 Higgs φ0, φ± φ±±
 cure hierarchy problem without SUSY
 Left-Right Symmetric models SU(3)L⊗SU(2)R⊗SU(2)L ⊗U(1)B-L
 extra gauge bosons W´ , Z´
 Dynamical Electro-Weak Symmetry Breaking (Higgs-less models)
 Technicolor techni-pion πT, techni-rho  ρT, techni-omega ωT,...
 Top Condensate (Topcolour Z´, Topgluon gt)
 Extra Dimensions
K l Kl i t t f ti l d it a uza e n s a es o par c es an grav ons
 micro black holes
 GUT´s e.g. exceptional group E6 or SO(10) or, ... to embed SM group
 extra gauge bosons W´ Z´,
 Diquarks, ....
 Heavy quarks Q, heavy leptons L, heavy RH Neutrinos N
Many of these new states predicted to be produced with LHC
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→ Looking for new heavy state resonances with ATLAS
→ signature based searches, rather than model based
Heavy Gauge Bosons Z´, ZH, W´, WH
decay into fermion pairs




HZ ,Z e e ,m m
+ -¢ ®
ATL-SN-2004-038
WH→tb @ 1 TeV WH→tb @ 2 TeV
M (TeV)
decay into fermion pairs
produced via , HW W q q¢ ¢+







 -  -




Gauge Boson resonant states
0 0,H Z Z W W- +®













W W Z W




± ± - +
¢ ®
®
30 fb-130 fb-1 30 fb-1
T
L
WW invariant mass for for five signal scenarios
(A) Scalar of 1 TeV (1.05 fb)
(B) Vector of 1.4 TeV (0.70 fb)
(C) Vector of 1.8 TeV (0.61 fb)
(D) Double resonance of scalar (0.8 TeV) and vector(1.4 TeV) (1.33 fb)
(E) Continuum - signal scenario with no resonances (0.47 fb)
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Signal could be seen with 1 year at low luminosity running 
Large Extra Dimensions (ADD)
2 2 n nM M R+=
 The most direct manifestation of EDs would be the presence of KK gravitons: GKK
 Tiny graviton coupling: 
 M replaced by new fundamental scale M in 4+d dimensions
 The produced gravitons do not interact in detector
DPlPl      D    
 (partonic) cross section: σ ~ (√s / MD2)d can be macroscopic
 Signature: mono-jet or high-ET γ + ET,miss, no lepton (Æ veto)
100 fb-1
 ET,miss distribution for signal for varying MD and d, 
and for the dominant background
 Can probe ED up to MD ≈ 9 TeV with 100 fb-1
 No sensitivity to larger scales or EDs at LHC
 In case of a discovery, it will be difficult to 
extract both MD and d
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ATL-SN-2001-005 ET
miss (GeV)
Large Extra Dimensions (ADD)
 Virtual gravitons can change 
the Drell-Yan cross section: 
pp → X + λ+λ–, γγ leading to 
large λ+λ– γγ invariant mass ,   
tails
Allanach et al JHEP12(2002)039 
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mG up to 2080 GeV for k/MPl=0.01
at 5 σ after 100 fb-1
Micro Black Holes
N.Arkani-Hamed, S. Dimopoulos and G.R.Dvali [hep-ph/9803315]
S.Dimopoulos and G. Landsberg [hep-ph/0106295]
Microscopic black holes (BH) produced when 
two colliding partons have an impact 
parameter smaller than the Schwarzschild 
RS


























Cross section estimations at LHC










σ π π −= = =⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞











σ π π= = =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
+ 10 BH´s with 1 fb-1
Micro Black Holes
2BH decay (roughly black body) via Hawking radiation (in ~ 10- 7 sec)
High-multiplicity, high ΣpT spherical events with
significant missing pT (Neutrinos,...)




n = 2; 3; 4; 5; 6
ATL-PHYS-2004-033
Missing transverse 
momentum PT for 
QCD, SUSY and BH
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BH discovery reach in (M n) plane The parton level cross section for 5 TeV    D,  
ATL-PHYS-2003-037
        
black holes as a function of MD for 
different values of n.
ATL-PHYS-2004-033
Micro BH can be discovered up M(BH) 5 TeV with 1 fb-1
Once signal found can measure gravity scale M
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  ,     D
Measuring n is also possible with measuring BH temperature TBH
Black Hole Event in ATLAS
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Conclusions
 LHC and ATLAS will see first collisions in Mid 2008
 Installation and commissioning are well under way – fingers crossed
 Good motivation for BSM physics
 hierarchy problem, GUTs,...
 Unitarity violation in WLWL scattering at high energy !
 A plethora of extensions to the SM are on the market
 SUSY among the most promising
 Many new heavy states predicted to be in reach with LHC and ATLAS by most 
models
 W´, WH, Z´, ZH, A, H±, φ0, φ± φ±±, T, πT, ρT, ωT ,L, Q, Nλ, G, BH, KK, ...
 A few benchmark models studied, and some general techniques developed for many 
of the models
 If indeed we do observe a signal, many years of excitement ahead of us
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 Many surprises possible in the early days – first year – this year !
BackUp
Do BH really decay into multiparticle heavy states?
 New theoretical input by Meade and Randall arvix:0708.3017v1
 “we argue that the highly studied BH signatures based on 
thermal multiparticle final states are very unlikely…”
 Suggest low multiplicity final states are more likely and should 
be studied
• This is controversial, but needs investigation
• LHC & ATLAS will tell us more starting mid 2008 onwards....
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